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Ion-induced nucleation has been regarded as one of important processes for gas-phase 
nucleation. It is because a free-energy barrier on fine-particles growth decreases by attractive 
polarization forces between ions and atoms/molecules, as shown in the liquid drop model. 
Ionic cluster formation, particularly, is a key subject; it is an early stage of the ion-induced 
nucleation and governs the reactions on the subsequent stages.  
 
The ionic cluster formation has been widely studied from various views of points. However, 
in many of experimental researches, the formation processes were triggered in a reactant gas 
including both parent molecules of core ions and ligand molecules using discharge, a pulsed 
electron beam, radiation sources, and so on. In such a situation, various ionic species can be 
produced with desired core ions. Therefore, initial ionic reactions were not well defined, 
generally. For elimination of reactions by undesired ions, we developed an experimental 
apparatus based on an ion drift-tube with selected-ion injection [1-4], where only specific ions 
are injected to a reaction cell. 
 
The ions are extracted from an ion source and mass-selected using a Q-pole mass analyzer. 
Then, the ions are decelerated and injected into a gas filled in the drift tube. The ions are 
drifted with an average velocity defined by the electric field and the number density of the 
molecules in the drift tube. They concurrently react with molecules and ionic clusters are 
grown. Finally, produced ionic clusters are extracted from the drift tube. The masses of the 
extracted ionic clusters are analyzed with another Q-pole mass analyzer. Thus far, we have 
performed experiments for hydration of protons and NO+ ions near room temperatures. In this 
symposium, we will exhibit our experimental apparatus and some of results for reaction 
equilibria of proton hydration. 
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